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The greatest crisis most Americans have never heard of -Steven Solomon-
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Not only would having access to fresh
water help the women to get an
education, but also it would make the
by Ali Sullivan
villages more modern. The people of
the villages could spend more time on
There are millions of women
modernizing their villages if there were
around this world who are carrying
fifty pounds of water on their backs for women around to help with work
instead of away getting water all day.
miles, three times a day, everyday.
These are the women of the developing
The women of third world
countries who everyday struggle to
countries
are very strong independent
have fresh water. When everyone
women.
They
have the most important
learns about the water crisis, many
job
of
all;
to
supply
drinking water. If
only learn about the water shortages
these
countries
already
had fresh
and how the water carries many
drinking
water,
the
women
would be
diseases. Another major problem is
able
to
have
an
education,
and
also
that the women of the villages are
help
make
the
villages
better
places
to
giving up their lives to collecting water
live.
for their families.

The Women of Water

Daily, these strong women set
off on a journey that most Americans
would never even think about doing.
They walk about four miles one-way
so they can retrieve water. Once they
get their families water, the women
begin their four-mile trip home with a
fifty-pound jug of water on their
backs.
This trip, that they are taking
three times a day, is very strenuous
for the women. Not only are the
women doing it three times a day, but
young girls are forced to stop going to
school, and donate all of their time to
getting water for their families. If
third world countries had access to
clean water, it would be life changing.
Clean water would be a lifechanging thing for the women of
third world countries because their
This photo portrays what the developing world goes though daily to collect
lives revolve around water. Hours
water. Tina Rosenberg
a day, everyday, these women
spend their time getting water. If
there were clean drinking water,
the women would have much more
free time. Little girls are deprived of an
education because of water, so more
people would be educated if not all of
their time was consumed with water.
Source: National Geographic April, 2010
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The Key To Civilization
by Avery Schuster
Without access to water, there would be no life.
Every civilization is built on some body of water.
Access to water opens many advantages for a
civilization, such as good soil, transportation for
imports and exports, and the essential access to
drinking water. When studying any ancient
civilization, one can trace a culture’s management of
water to the root of the civilization and their
everyday lives. Water plays a huge role in the power
of Ancient Egypt’s civilization and Ancient Rome’s.
Without water these great civilizations would have
never risen to the height they exceeded.
The Nile River flows through Egypt. Ancient
Egypt’s civilization was built right by the Nile. The
Nile made transportation and trade easy for the
Ancient Egyptians, which helped make their culture

grow. Every year the Nile would flood. This would
carry rich soil from the bottom of the Nile up onto
the banks. Making the soil very rich so the crops
were plentiful. Not only did the Nile help with the
soil it also made irrigation easy. Since the Nile made
such an impact on their everyday life The Egyptians
would worship it. They believed the gods would send
the floods. The Ferro had to make sure that the gods
were happy so they would get a good flood during
flood season. The Nile played a major role in their
everyday and spiritual lives.
Ancient Rome figured out a way to have
water at easy access for all. They piped water
throughout the entire city. Water would be
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incorporated in their art and they built fountains that
gave water to the public to use for every use;
hygiene, drinking, cleaning, and to put out fires.
Roman baths were also very popular. They used
water as a luxury as well as a necessity in their city.
The waste water was put in a sewage pipe and let out
in a nearby river.
Water is a key factor to life; without it humans would
never survive. Everything is built off of water.
Humans food source need water, humans need water
for drinking, and transportation is faster by water.
When building a civilization everything goes back to
a source of water. Once there is water people find
different ways to use it. The Roman’s distributed it
and incorporated it in their art and the Egyptians
worshiped it and revolved their life around it. Today
water is still very prevalent in our civilizations, but
instead of working around water, we try and control
it. We build dams and levies controlling floods and
the course of rivers. Water is a strong natural force
and like everything in nature it is very unpredictable.
We try and contain it but we will never have full
power over water because water has power over us.
Water is the reason we are alive and the key to every
civilization.

Sources: The Nile River Map
http://static.howstuffworks.com/gif/nileriver-2.jpg
Trevi Fountain
http://onthemovewithus.com/images/
14_26_4---Trevi-Fountain--Rome-Italy_web.jpg
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That Which Gives, Can Take Away
by Brendan O’Connor
While water is essential to life and is the biggest
resource we have available to us, it is important to
remember its destructive capabilities as well as its helpful
ones. Apart from drowning, there are other dangers
involving water, especially when it comes to disasters.
Such disasters range from the well known tsunamis,
hurricanes, cyclones, and typhoons, to the much more rare
limnic eruptions.
The most common and destructive of those is most
likely the tsunami, a massive wave or series of waves, that
blow past the shoreline and destroy everything in its path.
The most common way for these waves to be created are
from earthquakes deep in the ocean. During an
earthquake, the crust of the earth slowly deforms,
displacing the ocean water slightly. When it finally breaks,
massive amounts of energy are released. This energy
transfers directly
to the water,
displacing the
water by large
amounts very
quickly, creating
these large waves.
The most
intriguing of
these,
Image displaying how a tsunami could start
however, is
the limnic
http://science.howstuffworks.com/nature/
eruption. This natural-disasters/tsunami2.htm
type of
disaster is extremely rare. In fact, only two cases have
been observed and recorded: Lake Monoun in 1984 and
Lake Nyos in 1986. While there hasn’t been a case in over
twenty years, it is still important to be aware of what water
can do. Limnic eruptions only occur in large, deep lakes
near active volcanoes. What happens in these instances is
large amounts of CO2 that have been trapped at the bottom
of the lake suddenly and violently pushes to the surface.
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CO2 is poisonous to breathe, replacing any oxygen that
you breath. These CO2 clouds are enormous, causing any
oxygen breathing organisms. In the case of the Lake Nyos
eruption, people as far away as 25km were found dead
because of the limnic eruption. Just remember that what
can create and sustain life can also destroy it within
seconds.

Drawing of a limnic eruption.
All of the purple at the bottom is
condensed CO2.
http://pbmo.wordpress.com/
2010/07/12/limnic-eruption/

Sources:
http://mivo-sys.tripod.com/limnic.html
http://www.tsunami.noaa.gov/
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Don’t drink the Water!

Not everyone reacts to the
foreign microorganisms. It often
depends on how far away you are from
by Karoline Hegbom
home and the country’s economic
situation and infrastructure. We all
“Make sure you don’t drink the
know that the water in the developing
water!” I am sure that I am not the only nations is not clean for anyone, not
one who has heard that phrase before
even the people who live there. That
traveling to another country. Most
water has more dangerous
people don’t think about what water
microorganisms, that can cause fatal
really is and what is really in it. A key diseases.
thing about water that tends to slip our
As many people tend to avoid
minds is that its composition is
drinking the tap water when they go to
different in different continents and
foreign countries, some of them still
countries. People think that they can’t get sick, and don’t understand why.
drink the tap water in other countries
When you buy a drink at a restaurant
for the wrong reasons. Often times,
or shop, these establishments always
tourists will conclude by saying, “It is put ice in the drink to make it colder
not clean.” But what does that mean?
and look more refreshing. That ice is
Does it mean that it has dirt in it?
from the local tap and contains the
It is not the water that is the
regional microorganisms. It is these
problem. It is your body, and what it is microorganisms that produce the
used to. There are many
turbulence in your stomach, and that’s
microorganisms in water, and these
why we need to stay away from those.
vary from region to region. So, if you
go to a foreign country, you can’t drink Tips to stay Healthy when traveling:
the tap water because your body will
http://www.youtube.com/watch?
react to the microorganisms existing in v=jOhM726pPaw
that region. The same thing happens
when foreigners come to your country. The Sneaky Microorganisms
Microorganisms can be killed by
boiling or chemically treating the
water. Most microorganisms are not
dangerous; they will just disrupt your
digestive system with diarrhea and
vomiting, but it is usually not more
severe than a little turbulence in your
stomach.
Norway is a country that has a lot
of fresh water in its rivers from snow
melting. People who hike during the
summer in the mountains of Norway
usually refill their water bottles with
the river water, because it is known to
be very clean. That said, you would
think that everyone would be fine to
drink the tap water because that is even Source:http://www.all-science-faircleaner than the river water – but no, it projects.com/phase2/app/webroot/
doesn’t matter. If your body is not used
files/image/858/usph_08.gif
to the microorganisms, it doesn’t
matter how clean the water is.

Source: http://coloradoouting.com/
wp/wp-content/uploads/2009/11/
dont_drink_water.jpg

Bibliography: http://www.google.com/
imgres?imgurl=http://coloradoouting.com/wp/wpcontent/uploads/2009/11/
dont_drink_water.jpg&imgrefurl=http://
coloradoouting.com/travel-sense/staying-healthy/
dont-drink-the-water/&usg=__BMoKQf3Y7CbqkqK57uLjHIxF0M=&h=150&w=150&sz=9&hl=en&sta
rt=33&sig2=Wn0WWU5vfFMrK_vYCFevxQ&zoom
=0&um=1&itbs=1&tbnid=Cj0V9QFsxIXbIM:&tbnh
=96&tbnw=96&prev=/search%3Fq%3Ddont
%2Bdrink%2Bthe%2Bwater%26start%3D20%26um
%3D1%26hl%3Den%26client%3Dsafari%26sa
%3DN%26rls%3Den%26ndsp%3D20%26tbm
%3Disch&ei=kO7DTZ6COoPKgQfJkJDNBA
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Save the San Francisco Bay
by Punn Mahaguna
Throughout history, the San
Francisco Bay has changed. It has
changed from a beautiful natural
treasure that the settlers found to a
heavily populated area that has shrunk.
The wetlands and estuaries in the Bay
are very important to the Bay area, but
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Nature’s water treatment plants. They

http://www.spur.org/publications/library/

provide clean water, food resources for

report/

living things, and help capture

strategiesformanagingsealevelrise_110109

greenhouse gases.
Wetlands are an important and
undervalued part of the history of San
Francisco Bay area. We hope in the
future that humans do their part to
preserve the wetlands of the Bay.

unfortunately people do not realize it.
Overview of the San Francisco Bay

The wetlands are very important not
only to the people, but also to the

http://calliopeztable.wordpress.com/

animals. These wetlands have been

2010/10/11/from‐bay‐to‐bay/

considered to be one of the most

Sources:

efficient ecosystems. The wetlands are
home for hundreds of fish and wildlife

http://www.savesFbay.org/wetland‐

species. It is also a resting spot for

restoration

birds that migrate during the winter.

http://www.bcdc.ca.gov/bay_estuary.shtml

The wetlands are also very

http://www.sfwetlands.ca.gov/history.html

beneficial to the people around the
http://www.savingthebay.org/

Bay. Because the Bay is home to
many species of fish such as salmon, it
is a great place for people to fish
instead of having salmon shipped from
outside of the Bay area. The wetlands
also purify the water.
The problem now is that wetlands
are starting to disappear in the name of
economic development, such as malls
and houses. What some people don’t
realize is that the wetlands are very

San Francisco Bay Wetlands

helpful. The wetlands are Mother
Source: USGS, http://pubs.usgs.gov/circ/2004/circ1268/htdocs/figure13.html
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Nuclear Waste Affects
Japanese Water
by K.T. Kim
Beginning in March 2011,
Japan faced the worst catastrophe,
damages from an earthquake followed
by a Tsunami that caused the nuclear
plant to explode. According to Los
Angeles Times, for nearly four weeks,
Japanese emergency crews have been
spraying water over the damaged
nuclear reactor to avert the calamity of
a full meltdown. Fortunately, the
nuclear reactor slowly started to cool
down. However, the water used to cool
the reactor was now the problem.
The water was not only
radioactively contaminated, but also
the capacity of contamination was
massive; about 15 million gallons of
highly radioactive water. According to
Edward Morse, a UC Berkeley nuclear
engineering professor, the plant faces
at least six months of emergency
stabilization, about two years of
temporary remediation and anywhere
from two years to 30 years of full-scale
cleanup. This eventually questions the
safety of the water that will be
consumed for next 30 years. The water
prices are skyrocketing at the time
when Japan economy is plummeting.
Apart from price problem, people are
worried that freshwater will not last
long. The contaminated water is only
the coast part of Japan, however, it will
soon travel throughout the entire
Japan. Few portion of contaminated
water will eventually evaporate and
transform into rain clouds, which will
travel around Japan. As that rain goes
around Japan, not only it will
contaminate lakes, pond, and ocean,
but also underground and plants.
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Right now, the main problem
at Japan is how to dispose the
contaminated water. U.S. and Japanese
experts recommended reducing the
volume of water by concentrating the
radioactive elements in order to
solidify into a safer, dry form.
Unfortunately, waste experts went
against the idea saying that it’s difficult
to solidify the elements without
detecting the amount of radioactivity in
the water. Consequently, Japan is under
a situation where they do not possess a
solid solution since capacity of
contaminated water is massive and not
all the radioactive elements are
determined.
Overall, the solution to
recovery is yet unknown. Although
Japan pointed out that they will try to
bury the solidify radioactive element,
yet the problem is where would they
bury it?

Source: http://www.latimes.com/
news/nationworld/world/la-fgjapanwater-20110407,0,2011011.story?
page=2

http://gigaom2.files.wordpress.com/
2011/04/fukushima27.jpg
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